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Pledged

2004

a look inside the world of sorority life offers an eye opening view of the drugs psychological abuse promiscuity

racism violence and other problems that are rampant among young women in a typical sorority

Inside Greek U.

2007-10-12

this study examines the potentially damaging influence of fraternities and sororities and how a new approach could

transform greek life popular films such as revenge of the nerds and old school portray college greek organizations as

a training ground for malevolent young aristocrats yet they fail to depict the enduring influence of these organizations

inside greek u provides an in depth analysis of how fraternities and sororities bolster damaging definitions of gender

and sexuality negatively impacting the lives of their members using evidence gathered in hundreds of focus groups

and personal interviews as well as his years of experience as a faculty advisor to greek organizations alan d

desantis examines the limited gender roles available to greeks real men are unemotional sexually promiscuous and

violent nice girls are nurturing domestic and pure these rigid formulations often lead to destructive attitudes and

behaviors such as eating disorders date rape sexual misconduct and homophobia they also impede students

intellectual and emotional development long after graduation while many students choose greek life in search of

positive social engagement the current culture can be profoundly damaging inside greek u demonstrates how with a

new approach fraternities and sororities could serve as an enriching influence on individuals and campus life

Affirming Identity, Advancing Belonging, and Amplifying Voice in Sororities and

Fraternities

2024-04-01

in the wake of the abolishgreeklife and other calls for racial justice the role of identity development also becomes

ever increasingly important as we consider how to make the sorority fraternity more inclusive for our students in the

end it may really be the power of inclusion on college campuses that leads to many of the educational goals that we

yearn for in student growth the formal and informal social interactions bonded in reflective learning that help build

social and academic success in this we can celebrate together especially those of us who have romanticized so

many bright college years this text is a response to a call for existential exploration as an attempt to critically revivify

our understanding of the sorority fraternity experience as it contributes specifically to students identity development

and learning the text is grouped around centering their experiences through three a s amplifying voice affirming

identity and advancing belonging to highlight the identity experiences of the diverse spectrum of fraternity and

sorority members across the intersections of identity so often excluded from the literature chapters in this text

attempt to foreground how the fraternity sorority experience explicitly contributes to these areas of student

development across multiple identities including race ethnicity culture gender identity social class and ability authors

critically interrogate systems of oppressions that subjugate marginality from those with intersectional identities to

recognize the larger challenges facing the sorority fraternity movement as an attempt to disrupt these systems to

better identify influences on identity development endorsements pietro sasso and associates are leading a game
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changing conversation about the impact of fraternity and sorority communal experiences on student identity pietro

sasso and the contributing authors of this robust text successfully endeavor to inform practice through critical

analysis framing important questions and offering pragmatic solutions that are timely relevant and practical in both

the academy and the fraternal system this book is a must read for anyone seeking to understand or have a relevant

impact on the intersections of sense of belonging identity development and sorority fraternity life jason l meriwether

campbellsville university in their most recent book examining contemporary sorority and fraternity life sasso biddix

and miranda have curated discerning chapters that expand existing scholarship by exploring the impact of fraternity

and sorority membership on identity development belonging and student voice through critical lenses this book

should be on the bookshelf of all higher education administrators and faculty gavin henning new england college

Fraternities and Sororities in the Contemporary Era

2018-10-31

fraternities sororities in the contemporary era examines the issues and challenges pertaining to the american college

fraternity sorority community on american college campuses otherwise known as greek life the text argues for its

continuing relevance despite widespread media criticism the authors of this volume claim that fraternities and

sororities offer opportunities for a sense of belonging student success and social support systems for mental health

in particular they can afford feelings of mutual identity and community service benefits in general the authors attempt

to crystallize values and augment leadership development by urging organizations to reaffirm their commitment to the

academic mission one that requires consistent support from university leadership and concerned alumni this text also

provides an alternative counternarrative by providing a brief history of the academy s relationship with greek life and

provide examples where the latter is no longer relevant to university ideals in which residential functions and

developmental gains can be replicated by other campus programs and initiatives this volume concludes that for

fraternities and sororities to continue parent or host institutions will need to exert greater jurisdiction and

accountability through certified advisors additional supervision and measured on outcomes focused primarily on

student learning

Black Greek-letter Organizations in the Twenty-First Century

2008-06-13

during the twentieth century black greek letter organizations bglos united college students dedicated to excellence

fostered kinship and uplifted african americans members of these organizations include remarkable and influential

individuals such as martin luther king jr congresswoman barbara jordan novelist toni morrison and wall street pioneer

reginald f lewis despite the profound influence of these groups many now question the continuing relevance of bglos

arguing that their golden age has passed partly because of their perceived link to hip hop culture black fraternities

and sororities have been unfairly reduced to a media stereotype a world of hazing without any real substance the

general public knows very little about bglos and surprisingly the members themselves often do not have a thorough

understanding of their history and culture or of the issues currently facing their organizations to foster a greater

engagement with the history and contributions of bglos black greek letter organizations in the twenty first century our

fight has just begun brings together an impressive group of authors to explore the contributions and continuing

possibilities of bglos and their members editor gregory s parks and the contributing authors provide historical context

for the development of bglos exploring their service activities as well as their relationships with other prominent
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african american institutions the book examines bglos responses to a number of contemporary issues including non

black membership homosexuality within bglos and the perception of bglos as educated gangs as illustrated by the

organized response of bglo members to the racial injustice they observed in jena louisiana these organizations still

have a vital mission both internally and externally bglos struggle to forge a relevant identity for the new century

internally these groups wrestle with many issues including hazing homophobia petty intergroup competition and the

difficulty of bridging the divide between college and alumni members externally bglos face the challenge of

rededicating themselves to their communities and leading an aggressive campaign against modern forms of racism

sexism and other types of fear driven behavior by embracing the history of these organizations and exploring their

continuing viability and relevance black greek letter organizations in the twenty first century demonstrates that bglos

can create a positive and enduring future and that their most important work lies ahead

Cal State Monterey Bay 2012

2011-03-15

provides a look at the university of california santa cruz from the students viewpoint

Berea College 2012

2011-03-15

provides a look at the university of southern california from the students viewpoint

Missouri State University 2012

2011-03-15

for more than thirty five years the insider s guide to the colleges has been the favorite resource of high school

students across the country because it is the only comprehensive college reference researched and written by

students for students in interviews with hundreds of peers on campuses from new york to hawaii and florida to

alaska our writers have sought out the inside scoop at every school on everything from the nightlife and professors

to the newest dorms and wildest student organizations in addition to the in depth profiles of college life this 37th

edition has been revised and updated to include essential statistics for every school from acceptance rates to the

most popular majors a college finder to help students zero in on the perfect school insider s packing list detailing

what every college student really needs to bring fyi sections with student opinions and outrageous off the cuff advice

the insider s guide to the colleges cuts through the piles of brochures to get to the things that matter most to

students and by staying on top of trends and attitudes it delivers the straight talk students and parents need to

choose the school that s the best fit

Ithaca College 2012

2011-03-15

susquehanna university s history from 1858 to 2000 has occurred in three stages each expressing a different

mission the school was founded in 1858 as the missionary institute of the evangelical lutheran church to fulfill the

vision of the rev benjamin kurtz a lutheran cleric and editor of the lutheran observer he was a partisan of the
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american lutheran viewpoint caught up in a fratricidal battle with lutheran orthodoxy the missionary institute sustained

his viewpoint in the preparation gratis of men called to preach the gospel in foreign and home missions a

complementary purpose was to educate young people in selinsgrove pennsylvania at both the institute and its sister

school the susquehanna female college when the female college folded in 1873 the institute became coeducational

UC Santa Cruz

2005

bullying amongst university students is a pioneering collection of knowledge and evidence exploring the under

researched phenomenon of bullying in universities abusive behaviour amongst young people is a serious and

pervasive problem that is exacerbated by the rapid advances in electronic communication and in this book the

authors highlight the problem and proceed to facilitate new practices and policies to address it this book brings

together an international team of authors from a range of disciplines encompassing education psychology

criminology law and counselling who have carried out research in the area of university bullying addressing critical

dialogues and debates the authors explore peer on peer violence intimidation and social exclusion before

considering its effects on students and making recommendations for action and further research key topics include

cyberbullying and cyber aggression rape culture across the university homophobic and transphobic bullying the

impact of bullying on mental health the role of bully and victim across the lifespan policies and procedures to

address bullying international in authorship and scope this book will be an invaluable resource for students and

researchers in fields such as education psychology sociology health studies and criminology it is also essential

reading for university policy makers and union representatives responsible for the emotional and physical well being

of students

Miami University 2012

2011-03-15

research paper from the year 2014 in the subject ethnology cultural anthropology grade 100 university of houston

course anthropology language english abstract oftentimes in today s society greek life is described as archaic and

stupid and that joining a fraternity or sorority is an expensive old boys club that caters to the privileged and beautiful

it is hip to bash greeks and paint them out to be heathens and party animals however if you approach those who are

or were actually involved with greek life an overwhelming majority will tell you that it is the best decision that they

have ever made in their lives joining a greek organization provides a strong group of peers ranging from freshmen to

seniors across all majors that are there to assist with the adjustments and changes that go along with beginning your

college career this study s aim is to examine the positive and negative aspects of joining greek life in college and

how those who are involved in greek life have been affected by their choice to join a letter society in addition this

study looks at independent college students who never joined a fraternity or sorority why they made that decision

and whether they regret it overall this research and ethnography into greek life examines how greeks view their

decision to join why they joined the best and worst things about greek life and their views on school spirit versus the

views held by non greeks
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West Virginia University 2012

2011-03-15

a masterpiece of multidisciplinary scholarship that clearly demonstrates the contemporary relevance of black

fraternities and sororities hasan kwame jeffries author of bloody lowndes during the twentieth century black greek

letter organizations bglos united college students dedicated to excellence fostered kinship and uplifted african

americans members of these organizations include remarkable and influential individuals such as martin luther king jr

congresswoman barbara jordan novelist toni morrison and wall street pioneer reginald f lewis despite the profound

influence of these groups many now question the continuing relevance of bglos arguing that their golden age has

passed to foster a greater engagement with the history and contributions of bglos black greek letter organizations in

the twenty first century brings together an impressive group of authors to explore the contributions and continuing

possibilities of bglos and their members editor gregory s parks and the contributing authors provide historical context

for the development of bglos exploring their service activities as well as their relationships with other prominent

african american institutions both internally and externally bglos struggle to forge a relevant identity for the new

century internally these groups wrestle with many issues including hazing homophobia petty intergroup competition

and the difficulty of bridging the divide between college and alumni members externally bglos face the challenge of

rededicating themselves to their communities and leading an aggressive campaign against modern forms of racism

sexism and other types of fear driven behavior by embracing the history of these organizations and exploring their

continuing viability and relevance black greek letter organizations in the twenty first century demonstrates that bglos

can create a positive and enduring future and that their most important work lies ahead

American Photo - ND

1967

bringing the history and strengths of culturally based sororities and fraternities cbsfs into the foreground this

collection advocates for equitable attention and support for cbsfs and resists the power dynamics that have excluded

them from conversations among researchers and practitioners that prioritize historically white organizations

University of Southern California

2005

in volumes1 8 the final number consists of the commencement annual

Simmons College 2012

2011-03-15

this book examines the life of virginia gildersleeve the dean of barnard college from 1911 to 1947 who dedicated her

life to expanding women s collegiate opportunities to match those of men and to allow women entry into professional

and graduate programs gildersleeve was the first academic to use the media to define for the american public what

higher education and particularly what higher education for women meant the only woman to sign the united nations

charter she made waves by implementing the first program to allow women into the navy this book explores how

gildersleeve s life exemplifies the expanded and changing educational opportunities for women during the
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progressive era and early twentieth century with the rise of feminists progressive reformers and educational

philosophers although gildersleeve is nearly forgotten her importance to women s higher education women s

inclusion in the us military and world peace is captured in this blend of historical analysis and life history

The Insider's Guide to the Colleges, 2011

2010-06-22

as a meeting point for world cultures the usa is characterized by its breadth and diversity acknowledging that

diversity is the fundamental feature of american culture this volume is organized around a keen awareness of race

gender class and space and with over 1 200 alphabetically arranged entries spanning the american century from the

end of world war ii to the present day the encyclopedia provides a one stop source for insightful and stimulating

coverage of all aspects of that culture entries range from short definitions to longer overview essays and with full

cross referencing extensive indexing and a thematic contents list this volume provides an essential cultural context

for both teachers and students of american studies as well as providing fascinating insights into american culture for

the general reader the suggestions for further reading which follows most entries are also invaluable guides to more

specialized sources

Susquehanna University, 1858-2000

2007

2022 independent press award winner young adult american book fest best book award winner college guides nyc

big book award distinguished favorite health fitness readers favorite book award bronze medalist health fitness living

now book award bronze medalist health wellness firebird book award winner health literary titan gold award winner

the coach s guide to beating the freshman fifteen sophomore slump crippling anxiety and your worst hangover learn

to take care of yourself and de stress throughout your undergrad years and beyond every fall millions of young

adults crash into college fired up for the best four years of their lives ready to experience campus life take classes

about things they re interested in and meet people from all over the world most students however are better

prepared to pick their major or talk to strangers than they are to take care of themselves in the college setting

college students today are more depressed anxious and stressed than previous waves of students they re also more

sedentary not really exercising and living in a meal plan limbo supplemented with ramen and coffee in this

comprehensive field guild high school coaches jill and dave henry break down the facts and deliver doable no bs

strategies for managing physical and mental health on campus in addition to helpful interactive graphics the coaches

share their relatable true stories ranging from the ridiculous to the serious to discuss the five biggest health

obstacles students face in college on top of research backed tips the greatest college health guide you never knew

you needed also features raw and personal advice from current students on college campuses across the country

while simply figuring out what to eat and how to exercise can be completely overwhelming this guide goes beyond a

basic crash course on how to be healthy jill and dave cover everything from crucial time management skills to the

complex sensitivity of self doubt sexual assault and depression with humor humility and heart the greatest college

health guide you never knew you needed is a complete road map for how to take care of your mind and body that

will not only set students up to crush the next four years but will also provide a foundation they can carry with them

for the rest of their lives
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Bullying Among University Students

2015-09-16

volume one of this two volume set focuses on lesbian history and culture beginning in 1869 when the study of

homosexuality was said to have begun with the establishment of sexology it is intended as a reference for students

and scholars in many fields as well as the general public

Claflin University 2012

2011-03-15

you d think getting into college was the hard part years of studying for great grades taking sats filling out applications

and waiting in agony for the acceptance letters someone should have told you that was just the beginning the

complete idiot s guide to college survival begins where those how to get into college guides leave off from packing

gear and arriving on campus for the first time to graduation the bible of college life it offers information on making

good grades dealing with roommates finding social activities balancing work and other extracurricular activities and

more

Positives and Negatives of Greek Life. An Ethnography and the Current State

of Our Fraternal System in America

2015-04-29

a rich heritage that needs to be documented beginning in 1869 when the study of homosexuality can be said to have

begun with the establishment of sexology this encyclopedia offers accounts of the most important international

developments in an area that now occupies a critical place in many fields of academic endeavors it covers a long

history and a dynamic and ever changing present while opening up the academic profession to new scholarship and

new ways of thinking a groundbreaking new approach while gays and lesbians have shared many aspects of life

their histories and cultures developed in profoundly different ways to reflect this crucial fact the encyclopedia has

been prepared in two separate volumes assuring that both histories receive full unbiased attention and that a broad

range of human experience is covered written for and by a wide range of people intended as a reference for

students and scholars in all fields as well as for the general public the encyclopedia is written in user friendly

language at the same time it maintains a high level of scholarship that incorporates both passion and objectivity it is

written by some of the most famous names in the field as well as new scholars whose research continues to

advance gender studies into the future

State University of New York - Purchase College 2012

2011-03-15

great depression and the middle class experts collegiate youth and business ideology 1929 1941 explores how

middle class college students navigated the rocky terrain of depression era culture job market dating marketplace

prospective marriage prospects and college campuses by using expert penned advice and business ideology to

make sense of their situation
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Black Greek-Letter Organizations in the 21st Century

2008-06-13

provides a look at the university of california irvine from the students viewpoint

Moving Culturally-Based Sororities and Fraternities Forward

2021

university coeducation in the victorian era chronicles the inclusion of women in state supported male universities

during the nineteenth century based on primary sources produced by the administrators faculty and students or other

contemporary victorian writers this book provides insight from multiple perspectives of an important step in the

progress of gender relations in higher education and society at large by studying twelve institutions in the united

states and another twelve in the united kingdom the comparative scope of the work is substantial and brings local

regional national and international questions together while not losing sight of individual university student

experiences

The Michigan Alumnus

1970

The Transformation of Women’s Collegiate Education

2016-12-01

Encyclopedia of Contemporary American Culture

2005-11-10

The Greatest College Health Guide You Never Knew You Needed

2021-06-01

Encyclopedia of Lesbian Histories and Cultures

2013-08-21

The Complete Idiot's Guide to College Survival

2001-06-01
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Hamilton College 2012

2011-03-15

American Photo - ND

1967

Encyclopedia of Lesbian and Gay Histories and Cultures

2021-06-13

Great Depression and the Middle Class

2013-09-13

The Alcohol Summit

2004

Bucknell University College Prowler Off the Record

2005-12

Johns Hopkins University 2012

2011-03-15

College for Creative Studies 2012

2011-03-15

UC Irvine

2005

Xavier University 2012

2011-03-15
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University Coeducation in the Victorian Era

2010-07-19
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